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Water Meters

Backflow Preventers

Air Valves

Flow with confidence: Safeguarding Water Supply with New Zealand’s leading  
Backflow Prevention Solutions.

Breathing Efficiency into Pipelines: Reaching optimum performance through effective  
Air Management.

Redefining Precision: New Zealand’s most accomplished Smart Meter range.

SENSUS metering products including Cordonel, MeiStream Plus, Iperl and 640 
offer proven reliability and exceptional metering performance in New Zealand 
conditions, and are all seamlessly compatible with the SENSUS RF AMR/AMI 
data acquisition solutions. 
 
DEECO offers advanced solutions and proven expertise for every metering  
application in your Smart Network, and valued tools for water sustainability  
management.

ZURN WILKINS innovative and service friendly backflow prevention devices 
from Deeco are a favourite amongst Water Suppliers, Plumbers,  Contractors 
and IQP’s. 
Fully compliant with AS5081 and offering long lasting reliability and ease of 
service.  
 
DEECO’s pre-assembled and tested pipestand assemblies provide all the  
necessary requirements for consistent and correct installations.

BERMAD and VENT O MAT High Performance Air Release and Vacuum Break 
Valves are critical components of efficient and reliable pumping and pipeline 
systems, providing a wide range of Air Control Functions and performance 
characteristics from Low Head sealing to Anti Surge closure. 
 
DEECO offers know-how and experience to assist in the design and selection of  
High Performance Air Valve solutions for optimum pipeline operation.



Control Valves

Filtration & Screening

Irrigation Controllers
Where Precision Meets Growth: Cultivating Excellence with Smart Automation Irrigation.

Solid Foundations for Safe Water Supply - leading the pack right up front.

Performing under Pressure: Controlling Water Supplies in every district.

BERMAD 700 SIGMA series and extensive accessories offer the most versatile 
and high performance Control Valves available today, backed by New Zealand’s 
control valve experts. Packed with critical features for comprehensive pressure 
and flow control management BERMAD helps water suppliers achieve waterloss 
reduction and sustainability targets. Rely on BERMAD to perform under  
pressure.  
 
DEECO’s extensive knowledge and many years of experience across a wide 
range of applications mean you can trust in our advice and support for many 
years to come.

SCREEN, DISC and WEDGEWIRE filtration provide critical steps in water and 
waste treatment streams – our innovative and industry leading  pre-screen and 
automated filtration solutions offer significant Opex benefits,  long term  
reliability, and efficiency you can rely on up front. 

DEECO offers filtration design and selection support with an expert  
understanding of system hydraulics and operational needs to ensure optimum 
filtration performance, which in turn supports downstream process needs.

TALGIL’s Irrigation Controller Range is a Cloud-enabled irrigation  
management system that combines various hardware, software and radio 
communication components together with analytical tools and an advanced 
user interface into one all-inclusive and powerful centralized crop management 
system. 
 
DEECO offers exper remote and on-site technical, installation and  
troubleshooting support providing peace of mind that your critical systems are 
fully automated.



KNOWLEDGE 

With factory trained staff and long standing supplier relationships, DEECO have a deep in-house knowledge 
of our products both past and present. We are committed to sharing our knowledge by providing training 
on product selection, set up, operation and maintenance to ensure optimum performance of these valued 
assets.

EXPERIENCE 

With a carefully selected suite of Control, Measurement, Filtration and Automation products from world 
leading manufacturers, DEECO empower organisations in New Zealand and the South Pacific to deliver 
sustainable, high-quality water services by providing expert knowledge, innovative solutions, and  
best-in-class products.

At 85 years old and 4 generations of progressive leadership DEECO’s experience runs deep.  
We think long term, relying on this experience to guide our activities and professional advice every day - you 
can trust DEECO’s work, and that we will be here to back it up long into the future. 

SUPPORT 

DEECO’s nationwide team of dedicated engineers welcome every opportunity to support 
commissioning and service of our products remotely or in the field, we are passionate 
about what we do and determined to deliver exceptional service and solutions in  
all water industry sectors.

MAKING COMPLEX  SIMPLE

Visit our Website or call 
us for detailed product 
information, spare parts 
and  how-to order guides.

www.deeco.co.nz
0800 433 326


